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Folks in media - I hope you read this carefully. 
 
I'm going to go out on a limb here and say that
@jacobsoboroff and @JuliaEAinsley received the Yuma
incident reports either 7/2-7/3, or more likely
Sunday/Monday, after the Epstein arrest was first
reported: 
It's part of the plan.

If so, this is not a case of someone inside the administration having a burst of

conscience. This is part of a strategy to withhold bad news to release as distractions

from the stories they REALLY don't want you to be reporting on.

In fact, I think that the ongoing human rights violations are not just part of the

manifestation of Trump's ideology - they're part of a greater strategy to allow the

administration to draw false equivalencies between 'regular' citizens & the behavior

of Epstein and his friends,

which, yes, includes Trump, to diminish, deflect and normalize the subhuman nature

of his actions - because 'hey, everybody is doing it.'

Creating situations that foster the same sort of behaviour Epstein and Trump have

personally exhibited when violating young girls  

- exposing men to immigrant teens for inspection, encouraging predatory behaviour

- increasing the volume of dads swapping underage daughters, sibling and step-

sibling/stepchild incest depicted in "normal" online porn sites, normalizing the

concepts and driving consumers of porn to internalize those desires through "positive

reinforcement"

And encourage and facilitate a curiosity that drives individuals to consume child

pornography or trafficked children, compromising them personally along the way.

Make it seem normal to want to dehumanize, degrade, violate, assault, and even buy

and sell teenage and pre-teen children, and you might be able to get away with

casting your behaviour as what *anyone* would do if they had your resources.

But most people would not engage in the same sort of predatory behaviour of their

own volition, given the situation - not without major attempts to reprogram their

sexual preference.
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So, it's on the media to be clear about the circumstances and timing surrounding the

sourcing of their information, should it be possible that information is being shared

in an attempt to minimize, deflect, normalize or otherwise subvert any narratives

surrounding links between anyone linked to Epstein, Trump or the Trump

administration, and their friends.

So, PLEASE - if you encounter anything that fits those lines, no matter how big a

bombshell you think you have... before publishing, and before amplifying in

broadcasts, consider (and reflect in your publications of the information) the timing

of any information you obtain...

because the benefit to the administration of pushing these sensational stories into the

A block is likely to ultimately exceed any potential harm from incidents like what was

reported tonight about the Yuma CBP facility.

Of course, do report these stories - it is vital. But make sure you understand and

communicate the full context in which this information is provided - the timeline, the

stated intent... 

 

And don't play into their attempt to manipulate our emotions and rational thought

capacity.

Though I hate to say this, the suffering of migrant children is little more to Trump

than a shield that he uses to deflect from the narrative that scares him most:  

 

his role and complicity in Epstein's trafficking operation, and/or Epstein's role in his

own.

Please make sure you report on the information you receive in a way that will ensure

fair treatment for those being victimized now, and justice for those who have been

victimized in the past. 

 

Thanks.


